
CLARITY





At The Healing Hedge Witch we are focused on creating a curated space for 
intentional and conscious living. This journal is one of a series we have 

created to help our customers on that path.

If you want to learn more about who we are and the concepts behind living
 consciously and intentionally - please visit our website at 

www.thehealinghedgewitch.com.



Welcome to the journey of intentional and conscious living.

At The Healing Hedge Witch, this journey started years ago—and we’ve tried 
it all.

Now, we’ve compiled everything we’ve found that works for us, and we’re 
sharing it with you.

This journal will serve as the first in a series to support you as you learn 
how to transform your mind, taking it from an uncontrollable and chaotic 
space to a sanctuary of your own creation.

The first step is to let go of the clutter in your brain and see it all for what 
it is—get clarity around your thoughts and feelings. Decide how you want to 
feel and generate that with purpose.

Because how do we get started without knowing where we’re going?

You may already have a vision in your mind, but your job throughout this 
journal is to get very specific. Question everything you want and why you 
want it.

Use these prompts and questions as a roadmap, but use your own intuition 
to help you along the way. Don’t connect with a question? 

Tweak it. 

Change it. 

Even skip it. We won’t be offended. 



Our goal is to help you find a path to living in alignment with what best helps 
you cultivate clarity in your life.

For the next 30 days, complete this journal and see if you end the month 
with more awareness.



THE WHEEL OF LIFE

We’re going to start this journal off with our favorite exercise for creating clarity: 
The Wheel of Life.

Imagine every facet of your life is swirling in front of you. You see your family, your 
career, your children, your pets, your friends, all of it.

What slides to the forefront of your vision?

Your kids?

Your job?

Your partner?

There’s no wrong answer. There’s no morally superior priority in life. You could tell us 
your television was your number one and we wouldn’t judge.

The Wheel of Life asks you to narrow that imagine in front of you down to the eight 
most important facets of your life.

On the next page, you’re going to label each section of your wheel with one of your 
prioritized pieces.

If you need some inspiration, check out this curated list we collected for you.



WHEEL OF LIFE INSPIRATION

Family
Children

Pets
Money
Career

Education
Friends
Religion

Spirituality
Travel

Entrepreneurship 
Self Care
Me Time

Volunteer Work
Charity
Politics

Art

Music
Design
Rest

Personal Development
Weight

Mental Health
Physical Health

Therapy
Community

Fun
Personal Environment

Sleep
Nutrition
Hobbies

Social Life
Learning

Intentional Living



Once everything is labeled, you’re going to take some time to think about each section 
of your wheel.

How much time or energy am I giving to this part of my life? Scale it from 1-10.

Repeat this process for each of your sections. This is an exercise where we really 
encourage you to take your time. Both in the choosing of your sections and in the 
scaling of them. 

Here’s an example of what ours might look like:



Be realistic and honest with yourself. If your relationship with your partner is in one 
of your eight sections, but you can’t remember the last time you went on a date...
Don’t say you’re at a 9 in terms of energy and time dedicated towards 
the relationship.

This is an exercise that can very easily be used to fuel self-shame. Fight that urge. 
We can’t reach real clarity without true awareness. While the truths might be hard, 
center yourself and remember that this is all a part of the journey.

There is nothing wrong with where you start.

So let’s get started.

On the next page you’ll find your blank Wheel of Life to begin filling out, followed by a 
few blank pages.

Take some time to journal about what you find.

What do you love about your Wheel of Life?

What are you ready to change?

What did you learn about yourself through this exercise?



MY WHEEL OF LIFE









DAILY JOURNALING AND 
PROMPTS

Each day, your journaling will begin with the same set of questions. Then, each day, a 
clarity-specific prompt will be added.

Today you’ll start out with just your baseline questions.

Tomorrow, we’ll begin to incorporate your daily prompt.

But for now—find a quiet space, make a cup of tea, and just start writing. 



How did I feel yesterday?

What led to the feeling?



What thoughts contributed to that feeling?

How do I want to feel today?



What thoughts can I think on purpose to generate that?

Is there anything going on that might get in the way of 
intentional living today? (Workload, meetings, a worry, etc)



What can I do to make concious living easier today?



DON’T KNOW HOW YOU WANT 
TO FEEL?

Or how you feel right now? We’re here to help. Check out these 
next few pages for our Feelings Index.

Able
Abundant
Acceptable
Accepted
Accomplished
Accountable
Achieving
Active
Adequete
Admirable
Admired
Adored
Affluent
Alert
Ambitious
Amused
Appreciated
Appreciative
Approved
Approving
Assertive
Assured
At Ease
Attached
Attentive
Attractive
Authentic
Awake
Aware
Awesome
Balanced
Beautiful

Believing
Blessed
Blissful
Bonded
Brave
Bright
Brilliant
Calm
Capable
Captivated
Cared For
Carefree
Careful
Caring
Cautious
Centered
Certain
Cheerful
Cherished
Clean
Clear
Collected
Comfortable
Comforted
Committed
Compassionate
Complete
Composed
Comprehending
Confident
Congruent
Connected

Concious
Constant
Content
Cooperative
Courageous
Credible
Daring
Decisive
Defended
Delighted
Dependable
Desirable
Dignified
Discerning
Disciplined
Distinguished
Dutiful
Dynamic
Eager
Easy Going
Ecstatic
Edified
Efficient
Elated
Elegant
Elevated
Emancipated
Empowered
Encouraged
Energetic
Energized
Enthusiastoc

Euphoric
Exceptional
Excited
Exhilirated
Experienced
Expressive
Exuberant
Faithful
Fantastic
Favored
Firm
Flexible
Flowing
Focused
Forceful
Forgiven
Fortified
Fortunate
Free
Friendly
Fulfilled
Gentle
Genuine
Gifted
Glowing
Good
Graceful
Gracious
Gratified
Grounded
Growing
Guarded

Euphoric
Exceptional
Excited
Exhilirated
Experienced
Expressive
Exuberant
Faithful
Fantastic
Favored
Firm
Flexible
Flowing
Focused
Forceful
Forgiven
Fortified
Fortunate
Free
Friendly
Fulfilled
Gentle
Genuine
Gifted
Glowing
Good
Graceful
Gracious
Gratified
Grounded
Growing
Guarded



Happy
Harmonious
Healed
Helpful
Heroic
High
Honest
Honorable
Honored
Hopeful
Humble
Humorous
Important
In Control
Included
Independant
Infatuated
Influential
Innocent
Inspired
Intelligent
Interested
Invigorated
Invincible
Invited
Jovial
Joyful
Jubilant
Kind
Learning
Liberated
Light
Lighthearted
Loose
Loved
Loyal
Lucky
Magnetic
Marvelous
Masterful

Mature
Meek
Merciful
Methodical
Mindful
Modest
Motivated
Neat
Noble
Observant
Open
Open Hearted
Organized
Pacified
Pampered
Pardonned
Passionate
Patient
Peaceful
Perfect
Perservering
Pleasent
Pleased
Popular
Positive
Powerful
Praised
Precious
Prepared
Present
Productive
Proficient
Progressive
Prosperous
Protected
Prudent
Punctual
Purified
Purposeful
Qualified

Quick
Quiet
Radiant
Rational
Reasonable
Reassured
Receptive
Recognized
Redeemed
Regenerated
Rejuvinated
Relaxed
Reliable
Relieved
Remembered
Replenished
Resolute
Respected
Respectful
Responsive
Restored
Revitalized
Rewarded
Rooted
Satisfied
Secure
Selfless
Self-Reliant
Sensational
Sensible
Sesitive
Serene
Settled
Sharing
Simple
Skillful
Smooth
Soothed
Spirited
Splendid

Stable
Steadfast
Strengthened
Strong
Succesful
Supported
Sustained
Tactful
Teachable
Temperate
Tenacious
Tender
Thankful
Thoughtful
Thrilled
Tolerant
Tranquil
Triumphant
Trusting
Understanding
Undrestood
Undisturbed
Unhurried
Unique
United
Unselfish
Upheld
Valiant
Valuable
Valued
Virile
Vital
Warm
Wealthy
Willing
Wise
Wonderful
Worthy
Yielding
Zealous





1 DATE:
How did I feel yesterday?

What led to the feeling?



What thoughts contributed to that feeling?

How do I want to feel today?



What thoughts can I think on purpose to generate that?

Is there anything going on that might get in the way of 
intentional living today? (Workload, meetings, a worry, etc)



What can I do to make concious living easier today?

How would you define clarity?





DATE:
How did I feel yesterday?

What led to the feeling?

2



What thoughts contributed to that feeling?

How do I want to feel today?



What thoughts can I think on purpose to generate that?

Is there anything going on that might get in the way of 
intentional living today? (Workload, meetings, a worry, etc)



What can I do to make concious living easier today?

What does clarity mean to you? Why is it important?





DATE:
How did I feel yesterday?

What led to the feeling?

3



What thoughts contributed to that feeling?

How do I want to feel today?



What thoughts can I think on purpose to generate that?

Is there anything going on that might get in the way of 
intentional living today? (Workload, meetings, a worry, etc)



What can I do to make concious living easier today?

Look at the feeling you listed for today. Why do you want to 
feel that way?





DATE:
How did I feel yesterday?

What led to the feeling?

4



What thoughts contributed to that feeling?

How do I want to feel today?



What thoughts can I think on purpose to generate that?

Is there anything going on that might get in the way of 
intentional living today? (Workload, meetings, a worry, etc)



What can I do to make concious living easier today?

If you could create clarity, how do you think you would do it?





DATE:
How did I feel yesterday?

What led to the feeling?

5



What thoughts contributed to that feeling?

How do I want to feel today?



What thoughts can I think on purpose to generate that?

Is there anything going on that might get in the way of 
intentional living today? (Workload, meetings, a worry, etc)



What can I do to make concious living easier today?

What is it that you want clarity on?





DATE:
How did I feel yesterday?

What led to the feeling?

6



What thoughts contributed to that feeling?

How do I want to feel today?



What thoughts can I think on purpose to generate that?

Is there anything going on that might get in the way of 
intentional living today? (Workload, meetings, a worry, etc)



What can I do to make concious living easier today?

What, to you, is the opposite of clarity?





DATE:
How did I feel yesterday?

What led to the feeling?

7



What thoughts contributed to that feeling?

How do I want to feel today?



What thoughts can I think on purpose to generate that?

Is there anything going on that might get in the way of 
intentional living today? (Workload, meetings, a worry, etc)



What can I do to make concious living easier today?

Why do you want to feel clarity?





DATE:
How did I feel yesterday?

What led to the feeling?

8



What thoughts contributed to that feeling?

How do I want to feel today?



What thoughts can I think on purpose to generate that?

Is there anything going on that might get in the way of 
intentional living today? (Workload, meetings, a worry, etc)



What can I do to make concious living easier today?

Write about a period in your life where everything felt clear.





DATE:
How did I feel yesterday?

What led to the feeling?

9



What thoughts contributed to that feeling?

How do I want to feel today?



What thoughts can I think on purpose to generate that?

Is there anything going on that might get in the way of 
intentional living today? (Workload, meetings, a worry, etc)



What can I do to make concious living easier today?

Where do you think clarity comes from?





DATE:
How did I feel yesterday?

What led to the feeling?

10



What thoughts contributed to that feeling?

How do I want to feel today?



What thoughts can I think on purpose to generate that?

Is there anything going on that might get in the way of 
intentional living today? (Workload, meetings, a worry, etc)



What can I do to make concious living easier today?

Compare and contrast your thoughts when you made a 
decision with clarity vs. when you made a decision without 
clarity. 





DATE:
How did I feel yesterday?

What led to the feeling?

11



What thoughts contributed to that feeling?

How do I want to feel today?



What thoughts can I think on purpose to generate that?

Is there anything going on that might get in the way of 
intentional living today? (Workload, meetings, a worry, etc)



What can I do to make concious living easier today?

What’s a thought that consistently brings you clarity?





DATE:
How did I feel yesterday?

What led to the feeling?

12



What thoughts contributed to that feeling?

How do I want to feel today?



What thoughts can I think on purpose to generate that?

Is there anything going on that might get in the way of 
intentional living today? (Workload, meetings, a worry, etc)



What can I do to make concious living easier today?

Is it really unclear? Or do you lack trust in yourself?





DATE:
How did I feel yesterday?

What led to the feeling?

13



What thoughts contributed to that feeling?

How do I want to feel today?



What thoughts can I think on purpose to generate that?

Is there anything going on that might get in the way of 
intentional living today? (Workload, meetings, a worry, etc)



What can I do to make concious living easier today?

Do you feel in control of your own clarity?





DATE:
How did I feel yesterday?

What led to the feeling?

14



What thoughts contributed to that feeling?

How do I want to feel today?



What thoughts can I think on purpose to generate that?

Is there anything going on that might get in the way of 
intentional living today? (Workload, meetings, a worry, etc)



What can I do to make concious living easier today?

What’s a decision you made from a place of clarity? How did 
it feel?





DATE:
How did I feel yesterday?

What led to the feeling?

15



What thoughts contributed to that feeling?

How do I want to feel today?



What thoughts can I think on purpose to generate that?

Is there anything going on that might get in the way of 
intentional living today? (Workload, meetings, a worry, etc)



What can I do to make concious living easier today?

Does it ever feel easier to choose confusion over clarity?





DATE:
How did I feel yesterday?

What led to the feeling?

16



What thoughts contributed to that feeling?

How do I want to feel today?



What thoughts can I think on purpose to generate that?

Is there anything going on that might get in the way of 
intentional living today? (Workload, meetings, a worry, etc)



What can I do to make concious living easier today?

What do you most want to change about your life?





DATE:
How did I feel yesterday?

What led to the feeling?

17



What thoughts contributed to that feeling?

How do I want to feel today?



What thoughts can I think on purpose to generate that?

Is there anything going on that might get in the way of 
intentional living today? (Workload, meetings, a worry, etc)



What can I do to make concious living easier today?

What’s a time in your life that you’ve experienced complete 
clarity?





DATE:
How did I feel yesterday?

What led to the feeling?

18



What thoughts contributed to that feeling?

How do I want to feel today?



What thoughts can I think on purpose to generate that?

Is there anything going on that might get in the way of 
intentional living today? (Workload, meetings, a worry, etc)



What can I do to make concious living easier today?

What decisions have you made with clarity?





DATE:
How did I feel yesterday?

What led to the feeling?

19



What thoughts contributed to that feeling?

How do I want to feel today?



What thoughts can I think on purpose to generate that?

Is there anything going on that might get in the way of 
intentional living today? (Workload, meetings, a worry, etc)



What can I do to make concious living easier today?

What decisions have you made without clarity?





DATE:
How did I feel yesterday?

What led to the feeling?

20



What thoughts contributed to that feeling?

How do I want to feel today?



What thoughts can I think on purpose to generate that?

Is there anything going on that might get in the way of 
intentional living today? (Workload, meetings, a worry, etc)



What can I do to make concious living easier today?

What are the differences between the decisions you’ve written 
about for the last two days?





DATE:
How did I feel yesterday?

What led to the feeling?

21



What thoughts contributed to that feeling?

How do I want to feel today?



What thoughts can I think on purpose to generate that?

Is there anything going on that might get in the way of 
intentional living today? (Workload, meetings, a worry, etc)



What can I do to make concious living easier today?

Do you feel worthy of the change you’re looking for?





DATE:
How did I feel yesterday?

What led to the feeling?

22



What thoughts contributed to that feeling?

How do I want to feel today?



What thoughts can I think on purpose to generate that?

Is there anything going on that might get in the way of 
intentional living today? (Workload, meetings, a worry, etc)



What can I do to make concious living easier today?

What is your top priority?





DATE:
How did I feel yesterday?

What led to the feeling?

23



What thoughts contributed to that feeling?

How do I want to feel today?



What thoughts can I think on purpose to generate that?

Is there anything going on that might get in the way of 
intentional living today? (Workload, meetings, a worry, etc)



What can I do to make concious living easier today?

Do you believe you create your own clarity?





DATE:
How did I feel yesterday?

What led to the feeling?

24



What thoughts contributed to that feeling?

How do I want to feel today?



What thoughts can I think on purpose to generate that?

Is there anything going on that might get in the way of 
intentional living today? (Workload, meetings, a worry, etc)



What can I do to make concious living easier today?

When you envision your life in five years, what is the most 
vivid image?





DATE:
How did I feel yesterday?

What led to the feeling?

25



What thoughts contributed to that feeling?

How do I want to feel today?



What thoughts can I think on purpose to generate that?

Is there anything going on that might get in the way of 
intentional living today? (Workload, meetings, a worry, etc)



What can I do to make concious living easier today?

What would you do if you didn’t fear others’ opinions?





DATE:
How did I feel yesterday?

What led to the feeling?

26



What thoughts contributed to that feeling?

How do I want to feel today?



What thoughts can I think on purpose to generate that?

Is there anything going on that might get in the way of 
intentional living today? (Workload, meetings, a worry, etc)



What can I do to make concious living easier today?

How would you describe your purpose?





DATE:
How did I feel yesterday?

What led to the feeling?

27



What thoughts contributed to that feeling?

How do I want to feel today?



What thoughts can I think on purpose to generate that?

Is there anything going on that might get in the way of 
intentional living today? (Workload, meetings, a worry, etc)



What can I do to make concious living easier today?

How do your thoughts impact your feelings of or lack 
of clarity?





DATE:
How did I feel yesterday?

What led to the feeling?

28



What thoughts contributed to that feeling?

How do I want to feel today?



What thoughts can I think on purpose to generate that?

Is there anything going on that might get in the way of 
intentional living today? (Workload, meetings, a worry, etc)



What can I do to make concious living easier today?

How do you choose clarity?





DATE:
How did I feel yesterday?

What led to the feeling?

29



What thoughts contributed to that feeling?

How do I want to feel today?



What thoughts can I think on purpose to generate that?

Is there anything going on that might get in the way of 
intentional living today? (Workload, meetings, a worry, etc)



What can I do to make concious living easier today?

What’s the thought that has helped you the most this month?





DATE:
How did I feel yesterday?

What led to the feeling?

30



What thoughts contributed to that feeling?

How do I want to feel today?



What thoughts can I think on purpose to generate that?

Is there anything going on that might get in the way of 
intentional living today? (Workload, meetings, a worry, etc)



What can I do to make concious living easier today?

Write out the feelings you most want to create this year, the 
thoughts you might use, and the results you’ll create with them.







CONGRATULATIONS!

You’ve reached the end of the guided portion of you clairty journey!

Use these remaining pages whenever you’re feeling like you’re lacking in 
clarity.

Come back, reuse your favorite prompts, or even create some of your own!

Congratulations on doing the work and creating real, long lasting clairty in 
your life.

So what’s next? 

Well..you could always pick up next months journal!

The next feeling in our curated journey is love, but we’ll have more coming 
soon. So keep your eyes peeled if you’re ready to create your own 
adventure.


























































